Ensemble Auditions – Fall 2021 - Horn

Auditions will be held in-person in Edge Hall, Saturday August 14th, starting at 9am. Sign-up sheet will be available starting at 8:30am outside of Edge on the 14th.

Repertoire:

Kaucky: Short Etude #22 (no repeat)
Dvorak: Cello Concerto, Horn 1 – ms. 51-64 (Horn in E)
Weber: Der Freishutz Overture, Horn 4 – ms. 10-25 (Horn in C)
Williams: March of the Resistance, Horn 1 – ms. 103-end (Horn in F)
Kaucky – Short Etude #22
(no repeat)

Horn in F

Dvorak – Cello Concerto, Horn 1 – ms. 51-64 (Horn in E)

Horn in E
Weber – Der Freishutz Overture, Horn 4 – ms. 10-25 (Horn in C)

Horn in C

Williams - March of the Resistance, Horn 1 – ms. 103-end (Horn in F)

Horn in F